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Dear Readers,

 At P.D.P.S. the relentless efforts of management, Principal and 
staff has worked wonders in producing commendable results in every 
aspect of education. It has been our endeavour to give the best to our 
students and to provide them with a platform to come out with the 
best in them.

 ' Blue Streak' (e-newsletter) is back to apprise you all about the 
latest happenings in school. This edition is a projection of our 
philosophy and ideals.

 The Editorial Team is grateful to our Principal, Mr.  A K Sharma 
under whose benevolent guidance, inspiration and motivation; we 
have been able to make this venture a success.

Mrs. Ritu Verma
I/c
Editorial Team

EDITORIAL
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From the Desk
of the Principal

 Education, being the basis for rational and logical thinking, has 
brought in huge benefits for the people across every nook and corner 
of the globe. It has contributed immensely to the development of 
society and helps to meet the objectives of life. Right education with 
dedication can help to accomplish difficult tasks in life. 

 Happy people who are educated can access lots of opportunities 
in lives and in turn contribute to make a happier society. When you 
embark on the quest of knowledge through education, you develop 
scientific and logical reasoning as part of the thought process. Instead 
of listening to others, the individual can use his or her brain to take 
independent decision. Education is the only tool that assists in the 
development of critical analysis of the situation. 

 Knowledge is Power. Power of knowledge automatically 
boosts the self-confidence of the person. An educated person is not 
socially static but mobile. He or she is more socially interactive in a 
group. If you have a formal education, it is easier to express the views 
without any problem.  Our students at PDPS are happily and softly 
putting vibes to contribute in their own way.

 On this happy note, I congratulate the editorial team of e-
newsletter “Blue Streak” and wish happy reading to all its readers.

A K Sharma
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· Math mind competition held at Mt.  Abu Public School, Mehul Mohan (XII D) 
secured I position.

· Vidyarthi  Vigyan Manthan  
 Arko Sardar (IX E) II rank all over Delhi
 Ashay Raj (IX E) 18th rank all over Delhi

· Bharat Ko Jaano
 Shivani  (XI C)
 Arindam (XI B)
 Stood I in Delhi

· School Games Federation of India (SGFI)
organized 62nd School  National Games
at Indore from 24 – 29 Dec., 2016. 

 In Karate event –
 Mansi Sharma – Gold Medal
 Aanchal Sharma – Silver Medal
 Shruti Saloni – Silver Medal

· It is a matter of great pride that following students from class X and XII have 
been awarded merit certificate by CBSE. They are among the top 0.1% of successful 
candidates, who appeared in board exams held in March, 2016.

CLASS X –  Prateek Bhanu, Simran Mengi, Mahima Bansal, 
  Rishabh Chawla,  Ashutosh  Anand, Mayank Malhotra, 
  Yash Lamba,  Divyasha Singh, Muskaan Gupta,  Astha

CLASS XII – Pulkit Gandhi,  Ayush Gupta,  Sagar  Verma

Students win
accolades
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Nursery School
(Pre-School)

HINDI STORY  TELLING
COMPETITION

Co-curricular activities are an 
essential part of a child's growth. 
These activities give them a chance to 
speak confidently. Pre-School children 
came forward to show their hidden 
talent through this competition.

DUSSEHRA  AND DIWALI

A time for celebration; good winning over evil. Children involved themselves in 
craft work – 'Ravana's face', Lantern and Rangoli making with full zeal and 
enthusiasm.

FESTIVALS

CHRISTMAS  AND NEW Y EAR

The blessings of peace,
the beauty of hope,
the spirit of love
 the comfort of faith,
Christmas is full of all.

 Our children dressed as Santa's and fairies looked wonderful. They were 
engaged to decorate the school in this theme. They received sweets and gifts. Pre-
school children made a beautiful card to welcome the New Year – 2017.



FESTIVALS
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LOHRI

To celebrate winter season, our kids were dressed up in colourful Punjabi attire and 
celebrated Lohri festival with lot of zest and fun.

BASANT PANCHAMI

The students of Pre-school were dressed up in yellow clothes on this occasion and 
also offered prayers to Goddess Saraswati by singing a song.
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PICNIC
DILLI HAAT – Pitampura, Delhi

SPORTS DAY

 'A healthy mind resides in a healthy body. PDPS organized Annual Sports Meet 
for Pre-School and Pre-Primary on 10th Feb. 2017 in the main school ground. Little 
kids were very excited as their parents were also invited to witness the show. They 
displayed their physical and mental skills through different events like build the 
blocks, treasure hunt, find your baby etc.

 Our Principal, Mr.  A K Sharma lauded the efforts of children and gave them 
medals and certificates. 

 Miss Bimla Bhatia, Manager graced the occasion with her kind presence. 



 “Courage is what it takes to stand up and speak, courage is also what it take 
down to sit down and listen.”   Winston Churchill

Dussehra Celebrations 

primary school

 Students of our school celebrated Dussehara with great enthusiasm. A special 
assembly was conducted where beautiful scenes from Ramayana were enacted. The 
children came dressed up as different characters of Ramleela. The children sang 
melodious song followed by instrumental performance and a group dance by the 
children. The school principal, Mr.  A.K. Sharma while addressing everyone explained 
to the students about the importance of this festival. 
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Diwali Celebrations

 The celebration of Diwali, ' The festival of 
lights'  came alive at our school when the whole 
school worn a festive look with diyas and 
lanterns decorating the corridors. Class 
decoration competition was also organised 
which added to the perfect setting to the 
festivity.



primary school

School Picnic

  A Picnic to Pratap Garh Farms was organised for the students of classes I to V. 
Students enjoyed various adventure activities such as Burma Bridge, Valley Crossing, 
camel and Bullock cart rides and Rural Creative activities such as Pottery, Matka 
Painting etc. Students enjoyed a lot and it was a memorable experience. 
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primary school

Christmas Time

Christmas is a time to give and forgive. A special assembly was conducted which 
included a beautiful play titled  'The True Spirit of Christmas' by the students of 
Classes IV and V to showcase the real meaning of Christmas. It was followed by group 
dance and song. At the end of the program Santa Claus arrived and filled everyone 
with great joy and enthusiasm. 
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primary school

Republic Day Celebrations

Our school celebrated the 68th Republic Day with great zeal.  The school manager 
Ms. Bimla Bhatia and the school principal Mr.  A.K. Sharma graced this occasion.  The 
celebrations started with hoisting of the flag followed by our National Anthem. A 
short skit was performed titled ' Beti Yug Ke Naye Daur Ki Aao Likhein Nayi Kahani' 
which laid stress on importance of girl child education.  
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primary school

Basant Panchami

The Hindu Goddess Saraswati is 
known as the mother of Vedas 
and  knowledge . A  spec i a l 
assembly was conducted to 
celebrate the occasion of Basant 
Panchami. The students prayed to 
Goddess Saraswati for her 
blessings. 
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Class IV G.K. Quiz

G.K. Quiz for 4th standard was 
conducted on 8th February, 
2017. Students were very well 
prepared and took part in the 
quiz very keenly.

C lass V G.K. Quiz

Class V G.K. Quiz was conducted 
on 13th February, 2017. Students 
took part in the quiz with great 
zeal.



primary school

Class III Maths Quiz

Maths quiz for class III was held 
on 9th February, 2017. The 
students answered almost all the 
quest ions correct ly which 
showed that they were very well 
prepared. 
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Karate Champions

Students of our school participated in Delhi State Karate Championships and 
National School Game Championships ( SGFI). They won many medals for Delhi 
State and were honoured by Olympic Gold Medallist Mr. Sushil Kumar.  



From
Children’s Pen

The Journey of my Primary School

 The journey of my school life has been very good and will remain one of the 
best experiences of my life. It was very essential for me. I learnt many things in my 
school. I have made good friends and teachers. I faced many ups and downs in my 
school life. I learnt from my bad experiences and got much confidence from my best 
ones. Our school functions, the excellent PTMs and the picnics were the best. My 
teachers constantly try hard to build our strong future. The blessings from my 
teachers are like the guidelines from God. I am running short of words to explain my 
feelings while leaving my primary school. Last but not the least I love my primary 
school very much.

Mehak
V-A
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Ukkjh f'k{kk

dy rd tks Fkh uknku]

cuk jgh vkt [kqn dh igpkuA

feyk ugha mUgsa dHkh lEeku]

gksrk jgk lnk ?kksj viekuA

f'k{kk ls cu jgh vc egku]

lekt esa c<+ jgk mudk lEekuA

yM+dksa ls vkxs gS ukjh]

f'k{kk ls gj {ks= esa ckth ekjhA

viuh Hkwfedk fuHkkrh lkjh]

buls gh gksrh nqfu;k I;kjhA

f'k{kk ls vkbZ ubZ tku]

cuk jgh vkt [kqn dh igpkuA

f'k{kk ij vxj u gksrk fo'okl]

u gks ikrh tkx:d] u gks ikrk fodklA

dj jgh vc dqjhfr;ksa dk neu]

[kqy x, jkLrs] mM+us dks [kqyk xxuA

dj jgh gS vc gj ck/kk dk lkeuk]

c<+rk jgs f'k{kk dk  izlkj djrh ;gh dkeukA

dy rd tks Fkh uknku]

ns'k esa gks jgk vc mudk lEekuA

;ksxs'k

d{kk & IV D

From
Children’s Pen
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“You are n� training to be the best in the world.

You are training to be best on your worst day.” 



SENIOR SCHOOL
DEBATE COMPETITION (JUNIOR GROUP)

1. HINDI – HELD ON 4.11.2016

2. ENGLISH – HELD ON 3.11.2016

S.N. Name of Participant 
 

Class House Rank 

1 Krish 
Jhalak 

VIII C 
 

Kaveri I 

2 Kanan Sharma 
Harshita Bansal 

VIII B Mahanadi II 

3 Devansh  
Ashu 

VIII A Yamuna III 

4 Jhalak VIII C Kaveri Best Speaker 
5 Kanan VIII B Mahanadi Best Interjector 

 

 

S.N. Name of Participant 
 

Class House Rank 

1 Vanya Ganotra 
Tejaswini Kukreja 

VIII C 
VIII A 

Mahanadi I 

2 Jasleen 
Raunak 

VIII C 
VIII C 

Ganga II 

3 Gurpriya Kaur 
Aditya Raj Kashyap 

VIII C 
VIII A 

Yamuna III 

4 Vany Ganotra VIII C Mahanadi Best Speaker 
5 Utkarsh VIII A Ganga Best Interjector 
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SENIOR SCHOOL
DEBATE COMPETITION (JUNIOR GROUP)
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SENIOR SCHOOL
DEBATE COMPETITION (JUNIOR GROUP)
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POSTER MAKING COMPETITION   (VIII) 

 

1. SAKSHAM SHIL   GANGA  VIII C  FIRST 

AYUSH SANKRIT     

 

2. HARSH CHAUDHARY  KAVERI  VIII B  SECOND 

SAKSHAM GUPTA    

 

3. RAJEEV    YAMUNA  VIII E  THIRD 

ISHIQA DESWAL 

 

WEBSITE DESIGNING 

STUDENTS OF CLASS X 

 

1. HEMANSH SINGH  GANGA  X D  FIRST 

TANISH 

 

2. MAYANK SURYA   MAHANADI X A  SECOND  

HARSHIL GUPTA   YAMUNA  

 

3. TANISHA MANGLA  MAHANADI X B  THIRD 

AARUSHI THAKUR  YAMUNA 



EVENTS AT P.D.P.S.
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RAINBOW 2016
LITTLE STARS SPLASH COLOUR ON STAGE

 Prabhu Dayal Public School organized Rainbow 2016 on 19th Nov. 2016, an 
annual extravaganza with 100% participation of its Pre-School and Pre-Primary 
students. Air Commodore I. S. Bindra (Retd.) was the Chief Guest on the occasion. 
The tiny tots enthralled everyone with their amazing display of talent.  A powerpoint 
presentation – 'My Life – My Rainbow' highlighted seven life skills to create real 
rainbow in life. Some fabulous games were also organized for the parents and the 
grandparents.

ANNUAL SPORTS MEET
UPHOLDING VALUES OF SPORTSMANSHIP

 The Annual Sports Meet was organized on 21st December 2016. Students 
from class I to XI participated in multifarious events  with great zest and enthusiasm. 
School Principal, Mr. A K Sharma hoisted the school flag and declared the meet open. 
The March Past by all the four houses was a perfect amalgamation of discipline, 
physical strength and unity. Students of Primary school left everyone spell bound 
with display of Mass PT, Martial Arts and entertainment races. The winners were 
felicitated with medals and certificates by the school Chairman Dr.  V K Tyagi, and the 
Principal. 



EVENTS AT P.D.P.S.
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FAREWELL – CLASS XII
REMINISCING THE JOYOUS MOMENTS

May brooks and trees and singing hills 
Join in the chorus too,

And every gentle wind that blows, 
send happiness to you…………..

 The farewell function for the outgoing class XII batch was organized on 17 
Feb., 2017. The day was a fiesta devoted to the years spent together with teachers 
and friends to reminisce joyous moments. The special guest, Mr. K L Sobti, the legal 
advisor of the school, graced the occasion, scintillating dance performances by class 
XI enthralled the audience. Principal Mr. A K Sharma bestowed his blessings and 
wished good luck to class XII students for their board exams. 



COMPUTER CLUB

 Aimed at fostering interest in 
Computer Science, Computer Club activities 
were conducted at PDPS on Dec. 7, 2016 
under the able guidance of Ms. Vaishali 
Oberoi. It included a poster making 
competition for class VIII and website 
designing competition for class X. The day 
culminated with an encouraging note from 
the Principal, Mr. A K Sharma who discussed 
his ideas and opinions about the world of 
computers.

club activities
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MATHS CLUB
MATHEMATICAL EXTRAVAGANZA

 Students of PDPS organized 
Mathematical extravaganza on Nov. 17, 
2016. A special assembly was organized; it 
included poem recital, talk show etc. 
Exhibition of Maths models “Math-e-
magic” was held in Maths lab. Students 
displayed innovative models with great 
zeal. Maths quiz for class VIII was held in 
auditorium. Principal, Mr. A K Sharma 
lauded the efforts of the students and 
Maths teachers (Ms. Sujata D Khosla, Ms. 
Ritu Mohan, Ms. Preeti Jain).
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special assesmblies



EVENTS AT P.D.P.S.

AWARENESS ON CYBER CRIME

 A special assembly was organized in the school by officials from Delhi Police to 
make students aware about cyber crimes and laws. Ways and precautions were 
discussed to make online activities safe and secure.

YOGA ACTIVITY

With an aim to inculcate 
phys ica l  fitness , yoga 
activity was conducted in 
the school in the month of 
October.
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workshops and
seminars
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1. Mr. A K Sharma Principal, on National Summit of school Principals on 

“Principal ship” in the new millennium – challenges at India Habitat Centre, 

Lodhi road on 15.12.2016 

 
FOR STUDENTS 
Primary (class V) by Ms. Alka Gauba on craft at PDPS on 23.1.2017 

 
GYAN SETU 
“Gyan Setu ”, a brilliant initiative of our esteemed Principal, Mr. A K Sharma, 

completed its five sessions in the year 2016 -17. It aims at enriching and 

empowering the teachers to face challenges in classroom situations and share 

their ideas and view points. All these sessions were concluded by the Principal Sir 

with the sum up of his ideas and vision into the future. . 

 
The details  of the session are as follows – 

Session No. 1  Dt. 12.05.2016  Organiser : Ms. A M Kurian 

Ms. Parminder Kaur 
 

–
 
PDP School, Past and Present 

 
Ms. Tanvinder Kaur 

 
–
 
Examinations (CCE)

 
Ms. S R Panda 

  
–
 
Discipline, Corporal Punishment

 
Ms. Neha Chaudhry 

 
-
  
English Speaking

 
Ms. Anu Chhakara

   
–
 
Teacher’s Representative –

 
A voice to Management

 
Ms. Ritu Verma 

  
–
 
E-

 
newsletter –

 
“Blue Streak”

 
Mr. Dinesh Khullar 

 
–
 
Importance of Sports

 
Ms. Stuti Saboo 

  
–
 
Love for Arts to Develop Aesthetic Sense

 Ms. Divya Mittra 
  

–
 
Small Dreams –

 
Big Canvas

 Ms. Anshu Goel 
  

–
 
‘Eco club of PDPS for safe environment 

 Ms. Varsha Yadav 
  

–
 
Inclusive Education, Guidance

 Ms. Nalini James 
  

–
 
POCSO Act

 



workshops and
seminars
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Session No. 2  Dt. 8.11.2016  Organiser : Ms. Megha Jain  

1. Ms. Rajni Batra   -  Digitalise schools for better sustainability  
2. Ms. Susarita Bhardwaj  –  Main Hindi Hoon  
3. Ms. Yukti Gupta   –  Break the barriers to speak English  
4.
 

Ms. Chinki Gautam
 

-
 

Innocence of children; handle with care
 

5.
 

Ms. Shikha Dhanda
  

-
 

Board Exams are hurdles to polish talent in Sports
 

6.
 

Ms. Loveena Singh
  

-
 

Teacher himself is a learner
 

7.
 

Ms. Neha Jain
  

-
 

Smart class needs a smart teacher
 8.

 
Ms. Vandana Gaur 

  
-

 
Politics is not bad, it is soul of democracy

 9.
 

Ms. Rinku Gupta
  

-
 

Ancient Mathematics: Treasure of India
 10.

 
Ms. Shubhra Ghosh 

 
–

 
EVS : Education beyond boundaries of School

 



workshops and
seminars
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The Principal assigned the inchargeship of PDP 
Gyansetu to Ms. Jyoti Sharma (PRT English), to 
organize and compere as and when applicable.



Session No. 4   Dt. 21.01.2017 

1.� Nt/!Tn jub!Ojhbn   -  Science leaves no space for space 

2.� Nt/!Qppobn !L bqpps! – Hello! I am smart phone and I am in your school 

3.� Nt/!Nf f ov!Bhhbsx bm! – Kindergarten : commencement of formal schooling of a child. 

4.� Nt/!Of i b Singh   – Each apple doesn’t fall on Newton’s head. 

5.� Ns/!Tbokbz!Nf i sbvm! – Self defense skills are must for women’s self empowerment 

6.� Nt/!B n c jdb!Wjk!  – Listen before you speak 

7.� Nt/!Ti jmqj!   – Dance : the language of the soul 

8.� Nt/!L bwjub!Ti bsn b!  – Akele shabd lalkaar hain, samajik sanrachna ki diwar hain 

9.� Nt/!Vswbti j!Zbebw  – Speak before you listen 

10.�Nt/!B ovsbei b!Nbi f ti x bsz!– Teenagers, schools and society 

11.�Nt/!B ojub!Nbmi pusb  – 17 thoughts for 2017 

workshops and
seminars
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SESSION 5 – 4.3.2017

Workshop on “Constructivist learning” 
by Dr.  V K Aggarwal, Deputy 
Commissioner (Retd.), Kendriya Vidyalaya 
Sangthan, New Delhi.

SCHOOL EXCURSION

CLASS XII B, XII E - Mother Diary Plant, Patparganj, Delhi
CLASS VI TO XI  - Pratapgarh farms, Jhajjar, 

workshops and
seminars

PDPS bid farewell to 

Mrs. Santosh Rustagi (primary wing)

DOJ               DOR
07.071989   30.11.2016
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TIME  TO MAKE SOME FURRY FRIENDS

 In this world of enormous turbulence, befriending a dog can prove to be the 
right move. The best thing about pets is that they never take anything for granted. The 
value of benevolence is well known to them. There are many advantages of having a 
pet dog. We can play with it and take it for a walk, which is good for us as well. Several 
surveys have suggested that having a pet is the best way to cope with depression. 
Indeed, one can't even dream of being depressed after having a pet, as it can go to any 
length to seek its owner's attention. Right from chewing some footwear to 
scattering well iron clothes from the almirah, it can find numerous ways of showing 
mischief.

 Many people prefer to adopt stray dogs nowadays, which a good initiative. Be it 
a stray dog or one from a kennel, it must be treated like a family member. This is 
because once they are brought in the house, they assume themselves to be a part of 
the family.

 Animal lovers can very easily tell their moods. If a dog wags its tail and a cat 
holds its tail upright, it means they are happy.

 At the end of the day, be it any situation, its always nice to have a furry friend to 
cuddle with.

                

                 SHIVANI MUKHERJEE
                                XI C

Creative Corner
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Creative Corner

The Road That Never Ends

After energetic fighting of my shoes with floor,
I am close to my door,
Every moment, I have fun to travel
Either on neat road or with splitted gravel.

  I started my journey from Paul's bunglow,
  Initially I found sweepers woe
  They concentrated on the broom in their hand
  I wished their joy I could expand.

Then , I found some nobles and some beggars 
Nobles to give, beggars to take pleasures
I found some children, playing happily in their small mystery
Irrespective of kin's caste history.

  The old thoughts into my memory I mend
  The creatures life into mine heart is sent,
  Oh, the unbeliever, I would make you amend,
  Because for me, that road never ends,
  That road never ends.

                  ASHAY RAJ
                IX E
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Creative Corner
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TIME

Time and tide waits for none

Today we are here, tomorrow we are gone

Time cannot be reversed

It can only be immersed

In pearls of our memory

When we are writing the summary

Neither heaven no hell has control on time.

As it is the philosopher's sign

That nothing in life happens twice.

Time and tide waits for none

Today we are here, tomorrow we are gone

Time is your truest friend when you utilize it

So try to fit

But it is your greatest foe at the same minute

When you cross the limit

If you have done something wrong in the past

A spell on you will be cast

But if you have faith in yourself and guts to tell the truth

Perhaps then you'll be forgiven and sent to the magical land of fruits.

Time is not a thief

It gives before it takes

It is just a leaf

Finally it dries for other's sake

Time is many things

But it is not money

Everyone parts with everything

But it doesn't mean, he is our enemy.

       

DRAVYA MAIRA

 IX B



Creative Corner
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SELFIE

Selfie has made our life restless,

We click our pictures, post it and get likes

People jump off the cliff, stand in front of trains,

They risk their life and are overtly obsessed

Some die, some are safe

But the selfie passion is high on rage.

Pain in elbow, pain in neck

These are selfie's side effects

Selfie obsession is one of a kind

A day will come when nothing will be left behind.

      ISHAAN KOHLI

        VIII D
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